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optoelectronic and spintronic applications: effect
of external strain, vacancies and doping†
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Since the successful synthesis of the MoSSe monolayer, two-dimensional (2D) Janus materials have

attracted huge attention from researchers. In this work, the MoSO monolayer with tunable electronic

and magnetic properties is comprehensively investigated using first-principles calculations based on

density functional theory (DFT). The pristine MoSO single layer is an indirect gap semiconductor with

energy gap of 1.02(1.64) eV as predicted by the PBE(HSE06) functional. This gap feature can be

efficiently modified by applying external strain presenting a decrease in its value upon switching the

strain from compressive to tensile. In addition, the effects of vacancies and doping at Mo, S, and O sites

on the electronic structure and magnetic properties are examined. Results reveal that Mo vacancies, and

Al and Ga doping yield magnetic semiconductor 2D materials, where both spin states are

semiconductors with significant spin-polarization at the vicinity of the Fermi level. In contrast, single S

and O vacancies induce a considerable gap reduction of 52.89% and 58.78%, respectively. Doping the

MoSO single layer with F and Cl at both S and O sites will form half-metallic 2D materials, whose band

structures are generated by a metallic spin-up state and direct gap semiconductor spin-down state.

Consequently, MoV, MoAl, MoGa, SF, SCl, OF, and OCl are magnetic systems, and the magnetism is

produced mainly by the Mo transition metal that exhibits either ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic

coupling. Our work may suggest the MoSO Janus monolayer as a prospective candidate for

optoelectronic applications, as well as proposing an efficient approach to functionalize it to be employed

in optoelectronic and spintronic devices.
I. Introduction

Pushed by the success of graphene,1–3 the investigation of two-
dimensional (2D) materials at atomic thickness has been
continuously increased experimentally and theoretically.
Between the materials studied so far, it would be wrong not to
mention the transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs).4,5 Being
an important member of the TMD family, the MoS2 monolayer
has been extensively investigated. Previously, Yu et al.6 have
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successfully prepared large-area and high quality MoS2 mono-
layers and few-layer lms using a self-limiting approach, which
made possible the fabrication of miniature devices. Large-area
synthesis at 200 �C of the high phase purity and crystallinity
MoS2 monolayer has been achieved by Gong et al.7 using
chemical vapour deposition (CVD). The synthesized single layer
shows signicant uorescence, however the intensity decreases
considerably according to the increase in layer number as
a result of the direct–indirect gap transition. It has been
demonstrated that the photoluminescence yield of the MoS2
monolayer can reach high values close to 100% using superacid
treatment.8,9 Liu et al.10 have shown that the 2D hybrid materials
based on the monolayer MoS2 lms are promising photode-
tectors exhibiting high responsivity near 1.8 �104 A W�1 and
ultrahigh detectivity near 7.6 �1013 Jones. The MoS2 monolayer
has been also suggested as an excellent 2D electrocatalyst for
application in the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), showing
a Tafel slope of 61 mV per decade and exchange current density
of 38.1 mA cm�2.11 Theoretically, rst-principles calculations
carried out by Yelgel et al.12 yield a direct energy gap of 1.85 eV
for the MoS2 single layer. Besides, the modulation of the
fundamental properties of the MoS2 monolayer has been also
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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investigated using different methods such as application of
external strain,13,14 formation of intrinsic defects,15,16 and
doping,17,18 which are efficient in inducing novel properties in
the layer.

On the other hand, a new 2D materials family called “Janus”
has been developed from 2017 with the successful synthesis of
the MoSSe monolayer, which is formed by breaking the out-of-
plane mirror symmetry. This is achieved by either replacing the
S top-layer in MoS2 monolayer with Se atoms19 or Se-layer in
MoSe2 monolayer with S atoms using a controlled sulfurization
approach.20 Later, Roberto et al.21 have carried out the sulfuri-
zation of the PtSe2 single layer on Pt(111) substrate under H2S
atmosphere. Chemical composition analysis has demonstrated
the Se-by-S substitution in the topmost layer, indicating the
formation of PtSSe Janus monolayer. Theoretically, many 2D
TMD Janus materials with good stability and novel properties
have been predicted.22,23 However, studies have not been only
limited to TMDs, but the chemical composition has been
extended to other possible combinations. For examples, IIIA-
group chalcogenides Janus monolayers have been investi-
gated. Results indicate prospect of their electronic, optical, and
piezoelectric properties.24–27 Semiconductor layered BiTeCl and
BiTelBr compounds with giant Rashba-splitting have been
prepared by Debarati et al.28 Theoretical calculations yield small
energy gaps of 0.83 and 0.80 eV,29 respectively. Besides, a large
variety of Janus single layers based on chalcogens and halogens
with feature-rich properties have been reported in the compu-
tational 2D materials database (C2DB).30,31 Janus Ga2XO struc-
tures (X ¼ S, Se, Te) have been designed by Demirtas et al.32

using rst-principles calculations. Results indicate good
dynamical and mechanical stability of Ga2SO and Ga2SeO.
These possess direct band-gap that can be further tuned by
external strain. Demirtas et al.33 have also predicted the Al2XX0

(X/X0 ¼ O, S, Se, and Te) with energy gap ranging from 1.07 to
2.74 eV, using rst-principles method. Janus In2XO (X ¼ S, Se,
and Te) as potential nanomaterials for applications in opto-
electronic and thermal devices have been studied by Vu et al.34

In a recent work, we have investigated the PtOX (X ¼ S and Se)
monolayers,35 results indicate prospective optoelectronic and
thermoelectric features of these 2D materials.

The oxidation of MoS2 monolayer to form intermediate
phase composed of MoSxOy has been realized by Xu et al.36

through hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) treatment. Photo-
luminescence spectra show an effective band gap modulation
induced by the oxidation. Yagmurcukardes et al.37 have inves-
tigated the MoSO single layer electronic and photonic proper-
ties under biaxial strain. A strong out-of-plane piezoelectricity
and indirect gap semiconductor are characterized, where the
energy gap can be effectively engineered. Using MoSO mono-
layer as a building block, the Janus-MoSO/MoS2 heterojunction
has been investigated by Wang et al.38 Results show an
improvement of the optoelectronic performance of the struc-
ture based on MoSO monolayer. In this work, we explore the
structural, electronic, and magnetic properties of the MoSO
Janus monolayer using rst-principles calculations. As a rst
step, the structure is optimized, followed by the test of
dynamical and thermal stability. Then, the electronic properties
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
are studied analyzing the band structure, density of states, and
charge density difference. In addition, the effect of external
strain, vacancies, and doping at different sites of MoSO single
layer will be considered in order to induce novel electronic and
magnetic properties. Hereaer, the MoV, MoAl, and MoGa terms
refer to the MoSO monolayer with a single Mo vacancy, Al
doping at Mo site, and Ga doping at Mo site, respectively.
Similarly, the structures with a single S(O) vacancy, doped with
F, and doped with Cl at S(O) site will be denoted by SV(OV),
SF(OF), and SCl(OCl), respectively.

II. Computational details

First-principles calculations in framework of the density func-
tional theory (DFT)39 have been performed using CASTEP
computational package40 to explore the structural, electronic,
and magnetic properties of MoSO Janus monolayer under effect
of external strain, vacancy, and doping. The generalized
gradient approximation in Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof form
(GGA-PBE)41 is included in calculation to take into account the
effect of exchange-correlation potentials, while the norm-
conserving pseudopotential describes the electron-ion interac-
tions. The expansion of plane waves is truncated with a kinetic
energy cut-off of 500 eV. The Brillouin zone sampling is done
with a k-mesh of 20 � 20 � 1 and 6 � 6 � 1 in the pristine
primitive cell and supercell cases, respectively. The structures
optimization is realized with a force criterion of 0.01 (eV Å�1).
Stopping point for self-consistent iterations is set to 10�6 eV. In
all calculations, a vacuum gap of width 15 (Å) is generated along
the direction perpendicular to the layer plane, which is large
enough to exclude the interactions of periodic layers.

III. Results and discussion
A. Pristine MoSO monolayer

It is well known that MoS2 can be found in either 1T or 2H
phases, where the later is more common and is considered in
this work. Similar to the MoSSe Janus monolayer, the MoSO
structure is generated by substituting completely one of the two
S-layers by O atoms. This fact breaks the structural mirror-
symmetry, reducing the symmetry to P3m1 space group (no.
156) (see Fig. 1a). According to our calculations, the optimized
lattice parameter is 3.05 (Å), which is smaller than that of
MoS2,42 as a result of the smaller atomic size of O atom as
compared to S atom. The calculated bond lengths are dMo–S ¼
2.41 and dMo–O ¼ 2.13, and interatomic angle:SMoO¼ 77.33�.
In addition, a total thickness of 2.84 (Å) is generated by the
buckling heights DMo–S and DMo–O of 1.64 (Å) and 1.20 (Å),
respectively. Following the structural optimization, the
dynamical and thermal stability of the predicted single layer is
examined. Fig. 1b shows the phonon dispersion curves, which
are formed by nine phononmodes resulting from the vibrations
of three constituent atoms in the primitive cell. From the gure
it can be noted no imaginary vibrational frequency, that is all
phonon modes are positive, indicating that MoSO Janus single
layer is dynamically stable. Further ab-initio molecular
dynamics (AIMD) simulations have been carried out, results are
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 35614–35623 | 35615



Fig. 1 (a) Atomic structure (gray ball: Mo; red ball: O; green ball: S), (b)
phonon dispersion curves, and fluctuation of temperature as a func-
tion of molecular dynamics simulation steps of MoSOmonolayer at (c)
300 K and (d) 1000 K.
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displayed in Fig. 1c and d. The recorded snapshots suggest that
no structural destruction occurs at room temperature (300 K)
and high temperature (1000 K), conrming good structural-
thermal stability of the considered pristine Janus monolayer.
In addition, we have calculated the formation enthalpy DHf

using following formula:

DHf ¼ Et � mðMoÞ � mðSÞ � mðOÞ
3

(1)

where Et denotes the total energy; m refers to the chemical
potential of each element in the parentheses. Our calculations
yield a negative DHf of �1.24 (eV per atom), suggesting a good
thermodynamic stability of MoSO Janus single layer.31 As
a stable 2D Janus structure, the intrinsic strain induced by the
large difference in atomic size of S and O atoms may favor
rolling the MoSO akes into a nanotube with unique electronic
properties.43–45 Therefore, our results may stimulate future
works treating about new MoSO nanotubes.

The electronic band structure of MoSO single layer has been
calculated within the PBE and HSE06 formalism. Fig. 2a shows
results depicted along the G–M–K–G high symmetry direction.
Note that the indirect gap semiconductor nature is predicted by
both employed functionals, since the valence band maximum
takes place at G point and the conduction band minimum
occurs at K point. Previous studies have indicated the K–K,42 and
the direct–indirect gap transition may be induced with the
formation of Janus structure as a result of the anisotropic
35616 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 35614–35623
strains experienced by opposite O-side and S-side. At equilib-
rium, the energy gap of the pristine monolayer is 1.02 eV as
obtained by PBE. Undoubted that with the introduction of 25%
exact Hartree–Fock exchange potential, the hybrid functional
HSE06 improves considerably the results of standard GGA
potentials, giving more accurate energy gap of materials. In our
case, the HSE06 yields a band gap value of 1.64 eV, which is
60.75% larger than that determined by PBE functional.
Choosing the MoS2 monolayer as a reference, it can be seen that
this important parameter reduces according to the decrease in
atomic number of VI-A group elements, similar to other Janus
based on TMDs46 and III-A chalcogenides.33 To get deeper
understanding on the band structure formation, the partial
density of states (PDOS) is studied. Fig. 2b shows that the Mo-
4d, S-3p, and O-2p are main contributors, exhibiting signi-
cant presence in both valence band and conduction band. A
closer analysis indicates that the non-metal atoms have higher
inuence in the valence band, and the same behavior is
observed for the transition metal in the conduction band. In
addition, the charge density difference is investigated to
examine the chemical bonds. Results illustrated in Fig. 2c
indicate that the charge is accumulated at O- and S-sites, while
the charge depletion is observed at the Mo-site, indicating
a charge transfer fromMo atom to O and S atoms, suggesting an
ionic chemical bond. According to our calculations, O and S
atoms gain a charge quantity of 0.58 and 0.04e, respectively, in
agreement with the considerably larger electronegativity of O
atom.

Since one of the most frequent factors that inuence the
fundamental properties of 2D materials is the external strain,
whichmay be generated by the hydrostatic pressure or chemical
pressure. Therefore, to achieve an adequate design of these
materials, a complete understanding on this dependence
should not be forgotten. Herein, we investigate the strain effect
on the electronic properties of the MoSO monolayer, which is
dened by the strain lattice parameter a and equilibrium lattice

parameter a0 as follows: m ¼ a� a0
a0

� 100%. Results of the

band structure and energy gaps are given in Fig. 3. From the le
panel, one can see that in the considered energy range from
�6% to 6%, this Janus monolayer retains its indirect gap
semiconductor nature considering that the VBM and CBM are
located at G and K point at a given strain, respectively. The band
gap plots in the right panel indicate that this parameter
decreases considerably when switching the strain nature from
compressive to tensile. Note that the reduction rate is consid-
erably smaller in the strain range from �6% to �4%, from
which a nearly linear decreasing trend is obtained. MoSO
monolayer exhibits an increase of 72.52(48.90)% up to
a compressive strain strength of �6% as predicted by
PBE(HSE6) potential, while a reduction of the order of
�55.25(�40.66)% when the lattice tension of 6% is applied.
B. Vacancy and doping at Mo site

Because of the atomic size difference and modication of
electronic interactions, the formation of vacancy and doping
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 (a) Electronic band structure (black line PBE; red line: HSE06), (b) partial density of states, and (c) charge density difference (blue surface:
charge accumulation; yellow surface: charge depletion) of the MoSO monolayer.

Fig. 3 (a) Electronic band structure and (b) energy gap values of the
MoSO monolayer at several strains.

Table 1 Bond length d (Å), buckling height D (Å), interatomic angle :
(�), formation energy Ef (meV Å�2) and cohesive energy Ec (eV per
atom) of the MoSO monolayer with defect at Mo-site (D ¼ Mo in MoV

system; D ¼ Al in MoAl system; D ¼ Ga in MoGa system)

dD–S dD–O DD–S DD–O :SDO Ef Ec

MoV 2.40 2.02 1.66 1.19 79.80 74 �3.92
MoAl 3.28 1.69 2.79 0.07 60.73 �4.40 �3.86
MoGa 2.60 1.99 1.88 0.95 74.59 41 �3.71

Paper RSC Advances
induce local changes in the structure (see the relaxed atomic
structures displayed in Fig. S1†), which are summarized in
Table 1. Note that in the case of MoV system, the structural
parameters exhibit quite small difference as compared with
those of the pristine layer, suggesting that the Mo vacancy effect
on the structure is negligible. In contrast, signicant structural
re-arrangements are noted for the cases of Al and Ga doping.
Specically, in comparison with the pristine monolayer both
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
dD–S and dD–O bonds lengths increase. A same behavior is noted
for the buckling height DD–S, while DD–O and interatomic angles
show a decreasing variation. It is worth mentioning that the Al
doping may induce stronger structural modication than Ga
doping, where Al dopant is nearly found in the O-layer plane
showing a buckle of only 0.07 (Å). These results suggest
a stronger Al–O bond than Ga–O one.

Fig. 4 displays the spin-resolved band structures of the O-
vacancy and doped MoSO Janus monolayer. It can be noted
novel electronic features generated by the spin-polarization,
mostly at vicinity of the Fermi level that is set as an energy
reference. In the case of MoV system, the indirect KG–M band
gaps of 0.28 and 0.48 eV are obtained in the spin-up and spin-
down state, respectively. These are generated by the pair
[VBM : CBM] at energies of [�0.14 : 0.14] eV and
[�0.20 : 0.28] eV, respectively. The substitutional incorporation
of Al and Ga at the Mo site gives place to the appearance of
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 35614–35623 | 35617



Fig. 4 Spin-polarized band structure (black line: spin-up; red line: spin-down) (a) MoV, (b) MoAl, and (c) MoGa systems.
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a spin-up direct G–G gap of 0.51 and 0.60 eV, respectively. In the
MoAl spin-down conguration, the VBM and CMB are found at
G point (�0.38 eV) and K point (0.63 eV), respectively, origi-
nating an indirect gap of 1.01 eV. The indirect gap semi-
conductor behavior is also obtained in the MoGa spin-down
state with an energy gap of 1.07 eV generated by the separa-
tion of the VBM at �0.25 eV (along KG direction) and CBM at
0.82 eV (at K point). Results indicate that the creation of Mo
vacancy, as well as Al and Ga doping conduct to the formation of
2D magnetic semiconductor materials. It is well known that
when the un-polarized electrons pass through a magnetic
semiconductor lm, the spin states will encounter different
potential barriers which inuence considerably the probability
of tunneling of each of them.47 Therefore, the systems studied
herein may be prospectively used as a spin-lter to create the
spin currents to be used in the spintronic devices. The band
structures of MoV, MoAl, and MoGa systems are formed mainly
by the Mo-4d, S-3p, and P-2p states, similar to the pristine layer
(see Fig. S4†). In addition, small contribution from the s and p
orbitals of dopants is also noted in both valence band and
conduction band. The population analysis indicates a signi-
cant charge transfer from Mo (a quantity between 0.61 and
0.78e) and dopants (1.62e of Al and 0.48e of Ga) to S and O
atoms. Undoubted that most of these charges are transferred to
Table 2 Calculated band gap Eg (eV) (M: metal) and electronic nature (MS
chargeQ (e), and local magnetic momentM(mB) of the vacancy-defective
Mo2, and Mo3 denote the Mo atom with increasing distance from vacan

Eg Q

Spin-up Spin-down Nature Mo S O

MoV 0.28 0.48 MS 0.61 O 0.71 �0.03 O �0.11 �0.51 O

MoAl 0.51 1.01 MS 0.62 O 0.72 �0.03 O �0.16 �0.58 O
MoGa 0.60 1.07 MS 0.70 O 0.78 �0.02 O �0.17 �0.58 O

SV 0.48 0.48 S 0.55 O 0.66 �0.03 O �0.06 �0.57 O

SF M 1.04 HM 0.56 O 0.78 �0.04 O �0.05 �0.57 O

SCl M 1.06 HM 0.62 O 0.65 �0.05 �0.58 O
OV 0.42 0.42 S 0.40 O 0.68 �0.03 O �0.04 �0.58 O

OF M 2.28 HM 0.58 O 0.65 �0.04 �0.58
OCl M 1.33 HM 0.46 O 0.66 �0.03 O �0.05 �0.58 O

35618 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 35614–35623
O atom considering its larger electronegativity as compared
with that of S atom (see results listed in Table 2).

The break of spin symmetry close to the Fermi level may
suggest signicant magnetization in the MoSO Janus mono-
layer induced by Mo vacancy, and Al and Ga doping. According
to our calculations, the magnetism is induced mainly by the Mo
atoms (see Table 2). Specically, in MoV system the rst, second,
and third Mo atoms closest to the vacancy exhibit magnetic
moments of 0.14, �0.20, and �0.21 mB, respectively. While in
the doped systems, larger values of [0.64 and 0.74], [�0.38 and
�0.57], and [�0.52 and �0.64] mB are obtained. It is worth
mentioning that the rst Mo atoms from vacancy and doping
site show an antiferromagnetic coupling with the remaining
second and third ones provided that their magnetic moments
exhibit opposite orientations. This feature is illustrated clearly
in the spin density maps (Fig. 5). Such magnetization is origi-
nated mainly by the rst Mo spin-up, and second and third Mo
spin-down states, being in agreement with the numerical
results. In all cases, the contribution of S, O, Al, and Ga atoms to
the magnetic properties is quite small.
C. Vacancy and doping at S site

Now, the effect of single S vacancy, and F and Cl doping at S site
on the structural, electronic, and magnetic properties of MoSO
: magnetic semiconductor; S: semiconductor; HM: half-metallic), ionic
and doped MoSO Janus monolayer (D¼ vacancy, Al, Ga, F, or Cl; Mo1,
cy and doping site

M

D Mo1 Mo2 Mo3 S O D

�0.60 0.14 �0.20 �0.21 �0.01 0 O �0.02
�0.86 1.62 0.64 �0.38 �0.52 �0.03 O 0.13 �0.01 O 0.02 �0.01
�0.65 0.48 0.74 �0.58 �0.64 �0.08 O 0.03 �0.01 O 0.03 �0.03
�0.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
�0.58 �0.44 0.77 �0.29 �0.07 �0.01 O 0.03 �0.01 O �0.06 0.00
�0.60 �0.11 0.73 �0.26 �0.10 �0.01 O �0.03 �0.05 O 0.02 0.00
�0.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

�0.45 0.42 �0.08 �0.02 �0.06 O 0.01 �0.01 O 0.00 0.05
�0.59 �0.12 0.17 0.04 0.13 �0.03 O �0.05 �0.02 O 0.00 0.02

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Spin density (blue surface: spin-up; yellow surface: spin-down) of (a) MoV (iso-surface of value 0.02), (b) MoAl (iso-surface of value 0.05),
and (c) MoGa (iso-surface of value 0.05) systems.
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monolayer is examined. The optimized atomic structures of the
SV, SF, and SCl systems are illustrated in Fig. S2,† and parame-
ters calculated around the vacancy and doping site are given in
Table 3. It appears that the S vacancy induces negligible change
of the interatomic distances (dMo–S and dMo–O), and angle
(:SMoO), and buckling height DMo–O. The most notable
modication is that of the layer thickness with an increase of
0.09 (Å) in the buckle DMo–S. Results suggest that in terms of the
structure, the O-side may not suffer of signicant effect of
a single S vacancy. Similar behavior is noted in the case of F and
Cl doping, where only quite small differences of dMo–O and DMo–

O in comparison with their corresponding values in the pristine
layer are perceived. However, in these two cases, the doping
leads to an important local distortion in the S-side. Specically,
the F substitution causes a structural shrink indicated by the
reduction of the chemical bond length dMo–S, buckling height
DMo–S, and angle :SMoO. On the contrary, a signicant local
tension is induced by Cl doping since these mentioned
parameters increase aer replacing one S atom by one Cl atom.

Fig. 6 shows the spin-polarized electronic band structure of
the SV, SF, and SCl systems in panels a, b, and c, respectively.
Note that the creation of single S vacancy in MoSO Janus
monolayer leads to the formation of a non-magnetic 2D mate-
rial since its spin channels exhibit a completely symmetric
curves in both valence band and conduction band. Considering
the Brillouin zone of the hexagonal defective supercell, SV layer
is a G–G direct gap semiconductor with an energy gap of 0.48 eV
(generated by the VBM at 0.23 eV below the Fermi level and the
CBM at 0.25 eV above the Fermi level). This result corresponds
to a reduction of the order of 52.89% as compared with that of
the pristine layer. In contrast, spin-polarized nature is noted
around the Fermi energy in the cases of doping. With the
similar valence congurations (2s22p5 of F and 3s23p5 of Cl),
Table 3 Bond length d (Å), buckling height D (Å), interatomic angle :
(�), formation energy Ef (meV Å�2) and cohesive energy Ec (eV per
atom) of theMoSOmonolayer with defect at S-site (D¼ S in SV system;
D ¼ F in SF system; D ¼ Cl in SCl system)

dMo–D dMo–O DMo–D DMo–O :DMoO Ef Ec

SV 2.40 2.11 1.73 1.12 77.79 31 �4.37
SF 2.29 2.11 1.45 1.15 72.50 �10.60 �4.05
SCl 2.55 2.11 1.82 1.12 77.56 15.14 �3.98

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
one can expect similar effect of F and Cl doping on the elec-
tronic structure of MoSO Janus single layer. This expectation is
met in our case. To precise, the half-metallicity is achieved by
the incorporation by substitution of these halogens at S site,
which is generated by a metallic spin-up state and a semi-
conductor spin-down state. In the spin-up channel, the metallic
nature is caused by electronic states overlapping the Fermi
level. While the direct gap semiconductor behavior in the spin-
down channel is a result of the separation between VBM and
CBM, both at G point. In this later, the obtained spin-down
band gap of the SF and SCl layer is 1.04 eV (with VBM at
�0.38 eV and CBM at 0.66 eV) and 1.06 eV (VBM at 0.36 eV and
CBM at 0.70 eV), which are quite similar to that of the pristine
MoSO layer. In recent years, spintronics has been considered as
next generation electronics replacing the silicon based
conventional electronics. In this regard, creating the spin
current is a one of the main tasks. For such a goal, besides the
magnetic semiconductors (as seen above), the half-metallic
materials are widely employed.48 Therefore, the F and Cl
doping at S site may be an efficient method to functionalize the
MoSO Janus monolayer for the use in spintronic devices to
generate spin current. Further calculations of the PDOS indicate
that in the considered energy range, the band structures of the
studied nano-structures are formed mainly by the Mo-d, S-p,
and O-p states (see Fig. S5†). It is also noted small contribu-
tion of the F-p and Cl-p orbitals in the SS and SCl systems,
respectively. The PDOS is totally symmetric in the layer with
vacancy presence, in agreement with the band structure. Note
that the spin-up metallic nature of the doped layers is induced
mainly by the Mo-4d state since this exhibits quite high weight
at the Fermi level. Analyzing the electronic population, we
observe a charge transfer from Mo transition metal to the non-
metal constituents including the F and Cl dopants (see details
in Table 2). Clearly, greater amount is transferred to the O-side,
while with a larger electronegativity the F and Cl atoms gain
larger charge than S atoms in the S-side.

The electronic structure analysis suggests that the F and Cl
doping at the S site, breaking mainly the spin symmetry of Mo-
d orbital, have signicantly magnetized the MoSO Janus
monolayer. Consequently, the magnetic properties are
produced mainly by the Mo transition metal (see Table 2). Our
simulations yield magnetic moments of 0.77(0.73),
�0.29(�0.26), and �0.07(�0.10) mB for the rst, second, and
third Mo atoms from the F(Cl) doping site, respectively. Note
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 35614–35623 | 35619



Fig. 6 Spin-polarized band structure (black line: spin-up; red line: spin-down) of (a) SV, (b) SF, and (c) SCl systems.
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that the contribution of the third ones is quite small, whereas
the opposite signs suggest an antiferromagnetic coupling of the
rst and second atoms in both cases. This result is illustrated
via spin density in Fig. 7. The iso-surfaces indicate that the
magnetism is induced mainly by the rst Mo spin-up state and
second Mo spin-down state, being consistent with the numer-
ical results.

D. Vacancy and doping at O site

In this subsection, we investigate the structural, electronic, and
magnetic properties of the MoSO Janus monolayer under effect
of a single O vacancy, and F and Cl doping at the O site. The
readers can nd the optimized atomic structures of these
systems in Fig. S3.† Structural parameters are given in Table 2.
Similar to the SV structure, creating an O vacancy induces
insignicant structure modications. Similar effect is obtained
in the S-side when the layer is doped with F and Cl at O site
provided that the bond length and buckling height related to
the S atoms exhibit negligible difference in comparison with
those in the pristine layer. On the contrary, a considerable
atomic re-arrangement takes place at the O-side, causing a local
tension since the parameters dMo–F–dMo–Cl, DMo–F–DMo–Cl, and
:SMoF–:SMoCl are larger than their corresponding values
related to O atom in the MoSO single layer. Clearly, a stronger
effect is noted in the case of Cl doping than in the F doping due
to its larger atomic size. However, it is worth mentioning that
the local structural changes are results of the synergistic effect
of atomic size and electronic interactions. Therefore, the Mo–O
Fig. 7 Spin density (blue surface: spin-up; yellow surface: spin-down) o
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chemical bondmay be stronger thanMo–F one considering that
O and F atoms have quite similar atomic size.

Fig. 8 displays the calculated electronic band structure of the
OV, OF, and OCl systems. A single O vacancy forms a G–G direct
gap semiconductor with an energy gap of 0.42 eV (VBM at an
energy of 0.20 eV below Fermi level and CBM at an energy of
0.22 eV above Fermi level), indicating a gap reduction of the
order of 58.78%. The band structure feature suggests that the
decrease of energy gap is because of the at branch appearance
in the energy range from �0.77 to �0.20 eV. Unlikely, the F and
Cl doping at O site causes signicant spin polarization, for
which the electronic states developed at vicinity of the Fermi
level mainly regulate the electronic and magnetic properties.
Specically, with some electronic states crossing the Fermi
level, the spin-up channel exhibits a metallic behavior, whereas
the spin-down state is G–G direct gap semiconductor. The
calculated spin-down band gaps are 1.29 eV (VBM at �1.13 eV
and CBM at 0.16 eV) and 1.33 eV (VBM at �1.17 eV and CBM at
0.16 eV) for the OF and OCl structures, respectively. Note that the
half-metallic gap, which is dened as the smaller distance from
VBM and CBM to the Fermi level, is smaller when F and Cl are
doped at O site (0.16 eV) than at S site (0.36 and 0.38 eV). These
results may suggest also the OF and OCl systems as prospective
sources of the spin-polarized electrons for spintronic applica-
tions. Similar to previous cases, the F-p and Cl-p states present
small contribution to the band structure formation (see
Fig. S6†). However, the host Mo-d, S-p, and O-p orbitals keep
their dominant role with quite large contributions in both
f (a) SF and (b) SCl (iso-surface of value 0.05) systems.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 8 Spin-polarized band structure (black line: spin-up; red line: spin-down) of (a) OV, (b) OF, and (c) OCl systems.
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valence band and conduction band. The population analysis
indicates that there is a signicant charge transfer from Mo
atom to the non-metal atoms, the trend is as follows: O (�0.58
O �0.59e) / F (�0.45e) / Cl (�0.12e) / S (�0.03 O �0.05e).

The illustration of the spin density given in Fig. 9 suggests
that the magnetic properties of the doped systems are produced
mainly by the Mo atoms. In the case of F doping, it can be noted
an antiferromagnetic coupling since the magnetization of the
rst and secondMo atom from dopant site is because of a larger
charge density in the spin-up channel and spin-down channel,
respectively. On the contrary, the spin-up channel is the main
contributor to the magnetism of the OCl system, indicating
a parallel alignment, that is ferromagnetic coupling. The ob-
tained magnetic moments are listed in Table 2. A value as large
as of 0.42 (mB) is obtained for the second Mo atom in the OF

structure, while two remaining Mo atoms exhibit quite smaller
values. According to our calculations, Cl doping induces
a weaker magnetization considering that the largest magnetic
moment is 0.17 (mB), which is 59.52% smaller than that in the
OF system. Also, making a reasonable comparison it can be
concluded that the doping at S site may more efficient to
magnetize the MoSO Janus monolayer, yielding magnetic
systems with considerably larger magnetic moments than
doping at the O site.
E. Formation and cohesive energy

Experimentally, the electron beam can create vacancies in the
2D TMDs, and the materials can be doped with a subsequent
embedding impurity atoms in the vacancy sites.49 Keeping this
Fig. 9 Spin density (blue surface: spin-up; yellow surface: spin-down)
of (a) OF and (b) OCl (iso-surface of value 0.02) systems.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
two-step process in mind, we have calculated the formation
energy Ef of defects using following formula:

Ef ¼ Et � EðMoSOÞ þ mðXÞ � mðDÞ
A

(2)

where the total energy of defective systems is denoted by Et;
E(MoSO) is total energy of the pristine MoSO single layer; m
refers to the chemical potential of X (Mo, S, and O) and D (Al,
Ga, F, and Cl) atoms; and A is area of the supercell. Results are
given in Tables 1, 3, and 4. The calculated Ef of MoV, SV, and OV

systems is 74, 31, and 45.80 (meV Å�2), respectively. These
results indicate that the formation of S single vacancy is ener-
getically more favorable than Mo and O single vacancies,
similar feature has been observed in MoS2 single layer.50 Doping
the MoSO monolayer with Al (at Mo site) and F (at S site)
impurities may be exothermic processes since their formation
energy takes negative values of �4.40 and �10.60 (meV Å�2),
respectively. Moreover, the incorporation of halogen atoms into
S site may requires smaller energy than into O site.

Finally, to examine the structural stability of the considered
defective and doped systems we calculate their cohesive energy
Ec using following formula:

Ec ¼
Et �

P

i

niEðiÞ
P

i

ni
(3)

Herein, Et denotes the system total energy; ni is the number of
atom i-th in the cell; and E(i) refers to the energy of an isolated i
atom. Results are listed in Tables 1, 3, and 4. It can be
concluded that all systems are structurally stable since their
Table 4 Bond length d (Å), buckling height D (Å), interatomic angle:
(�), formation energy Ef (meV Å�2) and cohesive energy Ec (eV per
atom) of the MoSO monolayer with defect at O-site (D ¼ O in OV

system; D ¼ F in OF system; D ¼ Cl in OCl system)

dMo–S dMo–D DMo–S DMo–D :SMoD Ef Ec

OV 2.40 2.10 1.66 1.19 78.10 45.80 �3.98
OF 2.38 2.34 1.60 1.53 83.00 5.66 �4.01
OCl 2.39 2.57 1.60 1.86 88.27 24.29 �3.96
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cohesive energies exhibit negative features. Considering the Mo
site, the structure with a vacancy may be more stable than the
those doped as suggested by its more negative Ec value. A
similar trend is noted when the S site is considered for studies.
In contrast, negligible differences in cohesive energies are ob-
tained for the OV, OF, and OCl systems, implying similar struc-
tural stability of these systems.
IV. Conclusions

In conclusion, the structural, electronic, and magnetic proper-
ties of the pristine and defected MoSO Janus monolayer have
been systematically investigated using rst-principles calcula-
tions. The MoSO single layer exhibits good dynamical and
thermal stability. This is an indirect gap semiconductor, whose
band structure is originatedmainly from the interactions of Mo-
4d, S-3p, and O-2p states. Its energy gap exhibits a strong strain-
dependence reducing values with lattice tension and increasing
values with lattice compression. Feature-rich electronic and
magnetic properties can be obtained by either creating vacancy
or doping. Specically, the MoV–MoAl–MoGa and SF–SCl–OF–OCl

structures are magnetic semiconductor and half-metallic 2D
materials, respectively. Consequently, they exhibit signicant
magnetic properties, which are produced mainly by the spin-
asymmetric Mo-4d orbital. These features make them prom-
ising 2D materials to create spin current for spintronic appli-
cations. While the non-magnetic semiconductor nature is
obtained when creating a single S and O vacancy, the direct gap
behavior and energy gap reduction suggest their prospect of
optoelectronic applications. Our studies have introduced MoSO
Janus monolayer to the family of Janus 2D materials, and pave
a solid way to form novel multifunctional 2D materials for
optoelectronic and spintronic applications. Therefore, results
obtained herein may be used as a theoretical guidance for
further experimental and theoretical investigations on Janus
monolayers.
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